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Practical Tricks while working with NN

• Speed Tricks

• Memory Tricks

• Debugging Tricks



Speed tricks



Can you identify GPU vs CPU



CPU vs GPU

• CPU might be faster in many NLP applications/analysis tasks

• GPU will be better if:
• Large hidden state size
• Data processed by batches
• Large matrix



CPU vs GPU

• CPU might be faster in many NLP applications/analysis tasks

• GPU will be better if:
• Large hidden state size
• Data processed by batches
• Large matrix (attention, feedforward, softmax)



Reduce data transmission/augmentation

• Process tokens in bundles and move them to GPU once

• Group sequence of tokens by length in a batch

• Use pytorch/tensorflow dataloaders



Memory tricks



• 1Byte = 8 bit
• 1KB = 1000 Byte
• 1MB = 1000 KB
• 1GB = 1000 MB
• 1TB = 1000 GB
• 10 KB = 10000 Byte

Memory is often an issue



Memory components

• model parameter 

• input/output 

• batch_size * each sample



Memory components

• model parameter 

• input/output 

• batch_size * each sample

Missing something?



Memory components

• model parameter 

• input/output 

• batch_size * each sample

• Gradients !!!



GPT-2 medium

• 345 parameters, 1 float = 4 bytes
• 345 * 4, about 1.5 G
• Plus gradients, input/output, data
• Almost 5 G
• Most GPUs have 12 GB memory

• Easily get OOM even when batch size is small (2 or 3)



Handle the OOM issue

• Data parallel:

# declare model
model = myGreatModel()

# parallelize
model_para = nn.DataParallel(model, device_ids=DEVICES_IDS_LIST)

# move to device
model_para.to(device)



Handle the OOM issue

• Model parallelism
https://pytorch.org/tutorials/intermediate/model_parallel_tutorial.ht
ml

• 16-bit floating point precision (Apex)
• But, only works on 2080ti

https://pytorch.org/tutorials/intermediate/model_parallel_tutorial.html


Debugging Tricks



Plot the loss curve



Sanity check

• Overfit a small dataset

• Select a small subset of sentences for classification
• Train it with 100 epochs
• see if accuracy approaches 100%

• &^$*(#$$!^&#*! generation



Weak model

• Hidden states need to be sufficiently large

• Generation tasks typically require more parameters than
analysis/classification tasks (both in terms of hidden units and
number of layers)

• Character-level models usually require more layers



Optimization

• SGD = stochastic gradient descent

• There are other gradient-based optimization algorithms:
Nesterov, RMSPROP, Adam ……

• Each one has their own default parameters
eg, Adam usually works with lr = 1e-4



Overfitting

• Overfitting is more and more of common in NLP

• Finetuning large LMs (GPT2/Bert) can easily overfit your dataset

• Early stopping, learning rate decay, dropout



Story Generation



Story Generation

• ROCStories (Mostafazadeh et al 2017)

• Hierarchical Neural Story Generation (Fan et al 2018)

• Plan-and-Write (Peng et al 2019)



ROCStories (Mostafazadeh et al 2017)



ROCStories

• Stories of five sentences



ROCStories

• Story Cloze Test



Deep Structured Semantic Model

• Construct several features based on semantic contexts (distribution of
tri-gram letters)

• A pretty basic baseline (59.5 classification accuracy on a binary
classification tasks)



A hard binary classification tasks



Pretrained bert



Challenges with story generation

• Despite the fact that pretrained models can improve the
analysis/classification tasks on story common sense significantly,
generation remains hard



• Slide credit: Nanyun Peng, NAACl 2019



How about GPT2?



From analyzing to generating

• Requires a deeper understanding and more comprehensive modelling
on stories:
• Themes
• Characters
• Genres
• Point of views
• Events
• Ending spirits



Hierarchical Neural Story Generation
(Fan et al 2018)



Hierarchical Neural Story Generation

Motivation:

• Most sequence to sequence models tend to ignore prompts

• Story needs a grounding



Gated Linear Unit

• A is trained to take in or shut
down B, essentially acting as
a gate

• Help with gradient vanishing



Convolutional seq2seq model

• Parallelable

• Fewer parameters (shared
weights and location pooling)

• Allow longer contexts to be
captured



Multi-Scale Attention

• have each head operating at a different time scale

• The downsampling operation limits the number of tokens in the 
attention maps, making them sharper



Examples



Plan-and-Write (Peng et al 2019)



Controlled story line

• Extracting Story Line
• RAKE: Rapid Automatic Keyword Extraction



Dynamic vs Static Schema
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Dynamic Schema Static Schema

𝒄𝒕𝒙 = [𝒕; 𝒔1:i−1]

P(li|ctx, l1:i−1)

We define context as:

At the plan step, we model:

P(si|ctx, l1:i )At the write step, we model:

The probabilities are computed by some 
specifically designed fusion-RNN cells.

P(li|t, li−1)At the plan step, we model:

P(si|ctx,l1:5)At the write step, we model:



Examples from Plan and Write



Some examples generated by us
• The story prompt:
A soldier on the front dies in the middle of writing a letter home . It is finished and sent by the man who killed 
him .

• Generated by finetuned GPT2 model:
`` Sir, I am sorry for your loss. ’’ 
`` I understand . ’’
In the years since his loss, I have lost count in my mind as to these men's sacrifice. They were the most brave 

men I would ever kill. Not just one, but two, and as I said in the beginning of this post, each of the men I have 
come to know and love died in the same way. The same could not be said for your fallen comrade. You were 
there in your own flesh and blood, not just because you didn't die for them in a hundred thousand ways, but 
because you chose to. But you know not one of the others who chose to do so. 
I have heard the stories of the brave men whose stories I have never heard before. Some tell of the ones who 
have died or survived



In-class Exercise

• Please read/finish the colab notebook and submit a pdf by 11:59pm


